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measuredby the difficulty of penetration and the distance
a foreign object may be seen. The level of the ambient
noise in the wet seasonjungle is very low especially for
the quiet periods between animal calls. At night the low
frequenciesdecreaseas the light breezesceaseand the high
frequencies increase as the insects begin their nocturnal
chorus. A jungle is a difficult place in which to judge the
direction of a sound--a probable error of 20ø is to be
expected. The error is found to be smallest when the sound
sound source is defined' as the transmission loss between
comesfrom a direction near the axis passingthrough the
thesepoints lessthat causedby the geometricaldivergence two ears, and in the range studied the error decreasesas
of the soundbeam. Terrain lossin the jungle was found to the sound source-movesfarther away. Reverberation and
increaselinearly with distance. The terrain losscoefficients, scattering are the cause of part of the error of judgment,
measuredin db per foot, were measuredfor various types but an improved technique of listening suggestedmay
o of jungle and were found to be a function of frequencyand increase the observer'saccuracy.
of the density of the terrain, the density of terrain being

The study of jungle acousticswas carried out during the
wet seasonin Panama. Measurementspermit the following
conclusionsto be drawn: Within a jungle the temperature
and wind velocity gradients are so small that the sound
refraction they producemay be neglectedfor all practical
purposes.Humidity increasesthe transmissionlossat high
frequenciesand field measurementsof the lossagree with
laboratory values reported by others. Terrain loss, measured in db, between any two specifieddistances from the

INTRODUCTION

The Problem

ing may be more important than that gained
through sight. A sound will be heard if it is 'loud
enoughat the sourceso that after it has traveled
over the terrain in question it still has strength
enough successfullyto compete with the other
sounds surrounding the listener. Obviously this
is an oversimplified statement of the situation;
but, if the listener is to obtain a good estimate
of the location of the sound source, he will have
need of knowing'

ITHIN
jungle,
even
more
than
inhearopen
terrain,a
information
gained
through
• This paper is the report of part of the work undertaken
by the College of Engineering, Rutgers University, under
Contract

OEMsr-1335

with the office of Scientific

Research

and Development. The field work was conducted in the
Canal Zone as Project SC-105 under the general super-

vision of the Signal Officer, Panama Canal Department,
and was known by the name, Jungle Acoustics. The
complete report of the project has been published as
OSRD Report No. 4699, February 15, 1945, and OSRD
Report No. 4704, February 17, 1945.
"On the Staff of Rutgers University, and on leave from
BrighamYoung University,duringthe periodof the project.

1. The soundspectogram
of the soundsource;
2. The sound transmission loss through the
jungle of the audible frequencies;
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3. The sound spectrogram of characteristic
ambient jungle noise;
4. The error involved in judging sound direction in a jungle.
An investigationof the last three problemswas
undertaken and it is the purpose of this paper
to report the resultsobtained.
Area of Operation
All measurementswere made within fifty miles
of headquarters, Fort Clayton, Canal Zone, and
in terrain northward of Summit and, therefore,
on the Atlantic slope. Two 1« ton trucks and a
command car, furnished with drivers by the
10th Signal Company, servedto transport equipment and personnel.
The Jungle
Roughly, Panama may be divided into two
distinct zones,the Atlantic and the Pacificslopes,
the latter being much more arid. All jungle areas
investigated for sound transmissionwere in the

Atlantic zonewhere "the high percipitationproducesa luxuriance of vegetation never equalled
on the Pacific slope." For over 400 years Panama
has been dominated by Europeans, and comparatively little virgin vegetation remains, this
being true especially of the areas accessibleby
roads. Yet in spite of these facts certain areas,
such as those chosen for study, have had time
to take on an approximate virgin forest aspect
and are as typical of such a forest as the terrain
on Barro Colorado Island, the "Canal Zone
BiologicalArea."
Standleya writes' "The trees of these wet
Panama

forests are so tall that

it is difficult

to

determine their identity, except in the case of a
few with distinctive foliage....
In the wet
forest there are distinct tiers of vegetation.
Beneath

the

tallest

trees

lower

ones of other

kindsfind spacefor expansion. . . (suchas) the
palms, most of which find in the deep shadetheir
favorite habitat. A few of the palms thrust their
crowns above the forest roof, but most of them

are of humbler stature....
The diversity and
relative abundanceof palms and tree ferns is an
excellentcriterion for estimating the true nature
of the forest whether it has ever been cut or not."
3 Paul C. Standley, Smithsonian Institution, U.S.
National Museum; Contribution from the U.S. National
Herbarium Vol. 27, 1928.

Fro. 1. A jungle trail.

The herbaceous vegetation of the forest is
relatively unimportant, but coarsewoody naked
vines often impede the explorersvines which
climb to the tops of trees where they "expand
their foilage and inflorescences."Most large
trees are heavily burdened by such vines and
epiphytic plants. In some localities one may
traverse the jungle at will; but in other locations
near-by "it is necessaryto cut a trail with a
machete almost every foot of the way." Traveling along a highway, one might rate a forest as
an impenetrable mass, but on closer study it is
found that only in the margin next to the roadway, where sunlight can get through, is the
undergrowth thick and the forest a veritable
jungle. (Fig. 1.)
TRANSMISSION

LOSS

MEASUREMENTS

Introduction
M½lhod

Sounds of octave band width, essentially
"filtered noise" resulting from passingthrough
a filter set the amplified output of a bank of
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direct-current-carrying carbon resistors, were
produced by loudspeakersplaced at convenient
positions in a more or less flat terrain. Microphones--no fewer than two, often as many as
four--were accurately located usually one hundred feet or more apart, on a straight line, the
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frequencyrange, 75 to 10,000 c.p.s., the terrain
losswas usually found to increaselinearly with
the distance from the sound source. The

non-

linearity, when present, seemedto be fortuitous
in characterand to suggesta non-uniformity of
the terrain, rather than a real departure from
axis of the speakers.By the use of an electric the linear increaseusually found. Accordinglyit
circuit terminating in a power level recorder,the has been assumedthat A increaseslinearly with
intensity levelsof the soundat each microphone distance between X• and X2 and that
were recorded in turn. A comparison of these
a=A/X•-X•;
(2)
levels gave the drop in sound intensity level
and that the transmission loss between X• and
between microphonestations.
X2 may be written as,
Definitions

In this report the followingdefinitionsapply:
L = 20 log •+a(X•-X•).
(3)
X•
Transmission Loss (L). Transmission loss,
measuredin db, means the drop in sound intenHumidity Loss CoejT•cient(/5). The terrain loss
sity level, for whatever cause, as sound travels coefficientitself is a compositeof losses.Knudsen
from one designated location to another, the has isolated one of these, air absorption. He
nearer distance from the sound sourcebeing X•,
defined the air absorption coefficientm such that
the farther, X2. The transmission loss is com-

posed of that caused by (a) geometrical divergence of the sound beam; (b) refraction caused
by temperature and wind velocity gradients;
(c) air absorption, especially important for the
higher frequencies; (d) the absorption of the
surface and body of the terrain--the surface if
the sound passesover, the body if the sound
passesthrough the absorbing material; and (e)
any other lossnot here specified.
Terrain Loss (A). Terrain loss, measured in
db, betweenany two specifieddistancesfrom the
sound source is the transmission lo.ss between
these points lessthat causedby the geometrical
divergence of the sound beam. It is, therefore,
a quantity which, when measured over unit
distances, can be attached to a given terrain;
that is, a quantity which is determined by the
nature of the ground covering, including the
conditionsof the ambient atmosphere.
Terrain Loss CoejT•cient(a). The terrain loss

coefficient,
measuredin db per foo{, is defined
by the relation

where zXAis the terrain lossthrough a very sh.ort
distance zXX. Thus a is surely a function of the
terrain (including kind of coveringand condition
of atmosphere) and it could also be a function
of the distance, X, from the sound source. In the

12= [• exp • - re(X2- X•) •,

(4)

where I• and œ,.are the sound intensities at the

distanceX• and X2. In this report the humidity
losscoefficient/5 (db/ft) is defined such that
I•. = 11 10-•(x'--x•)/1ø

(5)

At once it follows that/5 =4.34m.

Knudsen4 has measuredvalues of m through
the relative humidity range, and for various
temperatures and frequencies. His results restated in terms of/• and for temperatures of 75
and 80øF are shown in Fig. 2. Under constant
frequency, relative humidity, and temperature,
/5 is constant; therefore the humidity loss (B)
between two points X• and X2 is
B=•(X2-X1).

(6)

Apparatus
Sound GeneratingSystem

Two loudspeakerswere used (Fig. 3). One, the
high frequency unit, was a Western Electric
594-A Loud Speaking Telephone connectedto a
multicellular high frequency horn. This unit,
always used for frequencies above 300 c.p.s.
(usually above 600 c.p.s.), has a nearly flat
response from 300 to 5000 c.p.s., and is down
4Vern O. Knudsen, J. Acous. Soc. Am., April, 1935 and
October

1933.
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no more than 15 db at 10,000 c.p.s. The other
unit, an A 15-PM Jensen Speaker, Spec. C-4351
with a special cone treated to withstand fungus
growth and a high relative humidity of 95 percent, was mounted on a specially built plywood

exponentialhornwith a tapercut-offof 80 c:p.s.,
a mouth dimension of 38 inches, and a square
throat of area about • that of the cone itself.
This unit was used for frequencies below 600
c.p.s.

EYRING

loudspeakers.Thus, filtered noisein octave bands
could

be used as a sound

source.

The

bands

actually used were 75 to 150 c.p.s.; 150 to 300
c.p.s.; 300 to 600 c.p.s.; 600 to 1200 c.p.s.;
1200 to 2400 c.p.s.; 2400 to 4800 c.p.s.; 7000
c.p.s. and 10,000 c.p.s. The highest test frequencies were not "filtered noise," but were
produced through the use of an audio oscillator.
For all experiments, the "Source Truck" was
parked behind the speakers,usually 150 to 200
feet behind, to guard against feedback.A Homelite 650-w, 110-v, 60S a.c. gasolinemotor driven
generator, used to supply power to the power
amplifier, was set an additional 150 feet behind
the truck, and its noise, always much below the
sound from the speakersin level, never interfered

The sound emitted by the loudspeakerswas
essentially "filtered noise." The noise source
consistedof two parallel banks of carbon resistors
connected in series and energized by a 12-V
battery. The minute random fluctuations in
potential appearing across the resistors were
delivered to the preamplifier through capaciti- with acoustical measurements.
tive-transformer coupling. The output of the
SoundLevel Measuring System
preamplifier was found to contain frequency
components distributed throughout the audioThe system, in its most elaborate form, confrequency range. The preamplifier output was sistedof four microphoneswith cablesof suitable
transformer coupled to a special 500-ohm West- length arranged with a switch for connectingany
ern Electric RA-363 filter set, and after amplifi- particular microphone to the preamplifier input
cation by a power amplifier was fed into the transformer. The preamplifier output was passed
through an attenuator and matching transRELATIVE
HUMIDITY- %
former, for proper coupling to a 30-ohm, W.E.
60
80
I00
o4O
1700 G.ES.
RA-$65 filter set. By useof a secondtransformer,
3400 GRS.
the output of the filter set was matched to the
0,01
input impedanceof a Sound Apparatus Company
7000
G.RS.
Model PL automatic, high speed, power level
recorder (10,000 ohms). An auxiliary parallel
0.02
resonant filter, used in conjunction with the
I0,000 C.P.S.
4800-00 c.p.s. pass band of the filter set, was
_•0.05
provided for the reception of the 7000 and 10,000
c.p.s. tones. A 120-v storage battery and rotary
0.04
converter generated the 110-volt, 60-cycle, a.c.
power required for the operation of the level

•'• 80
OF

0 0

RELATIVE
60

HUMIDITY80

%

recorder.

IOO

17oo c,p.s,

3400

c.RS,

7000

C.RS.

0.01

at the various frequency bands so that correc-

0.02
IO,OOO G,E$.
0.03

0.04

The four microphones,three W.E. 630-A and

one W.E. 633-A, were all •compared
in the field

/

75
OF

Fro. 2. Humidity losscurves (adapted from
Knudsen's data).

tions to rer;derthem equal in responsecould be
made. The doublefiltering, first in the generating
system and 'then in the sound level measuring
system, permitted low level measurements.By
properswitching,the intensity levelsof the sound
at each microphone were registered in turn on
the automatic level recorder (Fig. 4). The drop
in levels

between

the

stations

could

be read

directly from the records, there being no need
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Measurements

Air Absorption

The terrain losscoefficient,defined above, is a

composite
of losses,
of whichair absorptionisone.
It seemedreasonableto expect that a terrain
loss coefficient, determined over a hard bare
surface should represent, at least for the most

part, the loss resulting from air absorption.
Accordingly,measurements
were made over the
black, oiled runway of Madden Field.
Under the heating of the tropical sun a steep
neg•ativetemperaturegradientappearedin the
atmosphereover the bare runway. Toward
evening this negative gradient tended to decrease,and by early evening to disappearaltogether. Preliminary tests and subsequentmeas-

EYRING

clearly shown for frequencies below 500 c.p.s.;
however, the 7000 and 10,000 c.p.s. did show a
set of experimentalvalueswhich indicate a linear
relationship between terrain lossand range and,
therefore, a constantterrain loss coefficient,presumably a loss caused by moisture in an atmosphere with a relative humidity of 95 percentand
a temperature of 76øF. As before, a comparison
is made with Knudsen's values. (Table II.)
Thus we may conclude that terrain loss is
dependent on relative humidity at high frequenciesand that field measurementsof the loss
agreewith the laboratory measurementsreported
by Knudsen.
Open Tropical Terrain
At the lower frequencies,where air absorption
is found to be very small, the terrain loss, as

urements and calculations revealed an upward
refraction of sound under the negative tempera-

measured near a bare flat surface, is almost

ture gradientof midday, but no suchrefraction entirely dependent upon the refraction caused
in early evening. At midday the shadowzone
by temperature and wind gradients. It is not
caused by refraction, depicted in Fig. 5 and
possible,therefore,to assigna terrain losscoefficalculated5 on the assumptionof no diffraction
cient to openterrain unlessat the sametime the
and scattering,was actually discoveredfor fremeteorologicalconditionsare specified(seeTable
quenciesabove2000c.p.s.For lowerfrequencies,
•).
and especiallyfor those below 500 c.p.s., the
In general, grasslands show a small terrain
shadow zone was definitely "blurred." It was

loss, even under conditions of no refraction

found possibleto elevatethe microphonetill it
causedby temperatureand wind gradients.Five
moved through the shadowand into the beam
situations were studied: (A) over terrain thinly
above (dotted line of October 30). With the
effectof the upwardrefractionthussubstantially covered with short (6-12 in.) grass; (B) over

terrain thickly coveredwith short (18 in.) grass;

reduced, the terrain loss might be expectedto

representsimplythe losscausedby the moisture (C) througha thick stand of short grass;(D)
in an atmospherewith a relative humidity of through shrubberyand over thick short grass;
55 percentand a temperatureof 80øF. At the (E) throughthicktall (6 ft.) grass.The measured
higher frequencies,the terrain losscoefficients terrain losscoefficientsare depictedin Fig. 7 and
agree remarkably well with Knudsen'svalues4 are free, as nearly as practicable,from the effects
of refraction, the measurementshaving been
which he obtained indoors. (SeeTable I.)
With no temperature and wind gradients, madeundervery smalltemperatureand velocity
refraction would disappear, the shadow zone gradients.
A study of the curvesof Fig. 7 (labeled to
would be eliminated,and the microphones
would

agreewith the situationsjust described)
reveals
(1)
that
a
rapid
rise
takes
place
in
the
terrain
ideal condition (see Fig. 6), no terrain losswas
not need to be elevated as before. Under this

TABLE

I.

75

150

300

600

1200

Frequency,c.p.s.

150

300

600

1200'

2400

a db/ft. (ourvalue)
/• db/ft. (Knudsen's)

0
0

0
0

0.01
0

0
0.001

0.015
0.002

2400
4800

7000

10,000

0.011
0.006

0.020
0.019

0.045
0.033

5A. B. Wood,Sound(The MacmillanCompany,New York, 1930),p. 292.
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losscoefficientbeginningfirst at about 300 c.p.s., coefficientfor a given terrain remains substanand then again at about 4000 c.p.s.; (2) that tially constant; (3) that for frequenciesup to
between about 600 c.p.s. and 3000 c.p.s., the 400 c.p.s., the coefficientsfor tall and for short
grassand for shrubberycoveredshort grassare
TEMPERATURE
:OFILE
ioI
approximatelyof the samemagnitude;(4) that
17.'33
18:13
19'.18
21:Z8
23:20
BROKEN
BROKEN
SC. CL.
BROKEN
BROKEN
for frequenciesabove 500 c.p.s. the coefficientis
very sensitiveto the type of terrain; for freI • HVS.
T
quenciesbelow300 c.p.s.,very insensitive.Large
wind a-nd temperature gradients would greatly
upsetthe terrain losscoefficients
shownin Fig. 7.
,

The Tropical Forest
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the five distinct areas selected and studied are

PROFILE

thoughtto be representative
of the terrainwhich

IO

one would encounter in a tropical forest. The
five areasmay be briefly describedas follows:
The Madden Field Jungleis not a virgin forest,
but one which through the years has made
considerablegrowth since being partially cut

8

•4

%

2VELOCITY
4AND
0 IN2VELOOITY
0 P•RHOUR
CHANGE
IN MILES
4

B

Fro. 6. Temperatureand wind velocityprofiles,Madden
Field Runway, night-time November 13, 1944. Teraperature variability, zXT, is defined as half the difference
between the maximum and minimum temperatureswithin

a thirty-secondinterval. Wind velocity variability, zXV,
is defined as half the difference between the maximum and

minimum velocities recorded within
interval.

In Panama it was difficult to find large flat
areas near roads. Yet, in spite of this difficulty,

a thirty-second

over. Many largetreesare standingand smaller
oneshavegrownup to completelyfill the terrain.
Onecanrecognize
with difficultya movingwhite
objecta distanceof approximatelyonehundred
feet.

Las CrucesJungleNo. 1 is locatedin a forest

preserve
just southof Las CrucesTrail and just
west of the Panama-Colon Highway. The area

is very densewith leafy material.One hasdiffi-
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I I.

Frequency, c.p.s.

db/ft. (our value)
db/ft. (Knudsen's)

7000

10,000

0.015
0.0145

0.027
0.0265

culty seeinga movingwhite object for distances
greater than fifty feet.
Las CrucesJungleNo. 2 lies just north of Las
Cruces

trail

and

west

of the

Panama-Colon

Highway. In compositionthis jungle is similar to
the Madden Field Jungle.

EYRING

growth of cativo (prioria copaifera) and fig trees
with many manicaria palms growing beneath.
The buttressed trunks and surface-runningroots
of the fig trees give the landscape a weird
appearance.The brackets forming the buttresses
serve as sound reflectors. Little light filters
through the canopy; but, except for the palms,
leafy material near the ground is definitely absent. One walks over the flat muddy ground and
among the trees with comparative ease,but the
path is a crookedone, and buttressedtree trunks
seem always to loom ahead.
In all of these jungle areas the atmosphere
under the canopy is found to be very quiet, and
the temperature inversion during the day and
the lapse rates during the night are very small
(Fig. 8). Therefore it is safe to assume that
refraction plays a very minor role in a tropical
jungle.

The Pina Jungle lies between the highway
which runs from the Chagres River to Pina
village and the Caribbean Sea. It is rated as
being more like a South Pacificjungle than any
other area on the Isthmus. Made up of heliconia,
palms, and other denselygrowingundergrowth,
this jungle, although not as high as others,
presentsa very distinct jungle aspect.One enters
The •neasured terrain loss coefficients for the
certain areas in this jungle only by cutting.
five jungle areasare depictedin Fig. 9. A study
The Fort ShermanForestis probably a virgin of these coefficientsin relation to the physical
aspectsof five jungles leads to a techniqueof
describingjungle types in terms of penetrability
and visibility. Five types are describedbelow,
and five zonesrepresentingthe terrain losscoefficients for these types are shownin Fig. 10.
Jungletypes may be describedas follows:(1)
very leafy, one seesa distanceof approximately
i

,

i

,

,

!

!

,

!

_

0.15 -

-

20 ft., penetrationby cutting; (2) very leafy,
one seesapproximately 50 ft., penetrated with
difficulty but without cutting; (3) leafy, one sees
a distanceof approximately100 ft., free walking
if care is taken; (4) leafy, one seesa distanceof
approximately200 ft., penetrationis rathereasy;
(5) little leafy undergrowth, large bracketed
trunks, one sees a distance of approximately
300 ft., penetration is easy.
In the dry seasoncertain trees drop their
leaves and, therefore, a giyen jungle may not
maintain its type in all seasons.
This meansthat

a junglesho•ldbetypedeverytimeit isinvolved

• ' '',I'ooo
•o
,•, oo'
•o•,oo

in a sound transmissionproblem. The terrain
losscoefficients,
especiallyfor the low frequencies
wherehumidity lossis negligible,are essentially
independentof daily weather changes.

Fro. 7. Terrain losscoefficientsfor grassareas. (A) over
terrain thinly coveredwith short (6-12 in.) grass;(B) over
terrain thickly covered with short (18 in.) grass; (C)
through a thick stand of short grass; (D) through shrubbery and over thick short grass; (E) through thick tall
(6 ft.) grass.

Summary of Data

As a summaryit seemswise to put down in
tabular form the terrain loss coefficients which
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Fro. 9. Terrain loss coefficientsfor tropical forest areas.

VELOCITY
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PER HOUR

FxG. 8. Temperature and wind velocity profiles, Madden
Jungle, November 2, 1944.

seem to be appropriate to use for several kinds
of terrain

the

under

use of these

various

data

weather

it

conditions.

is assumed

that

In

,•0'05
I'. , ,
,

the

listener is in the tropics, that the sound source
and ear are 5 feet above the ground, and that the
optimum frequency at which sounds are heard

oo

TABLe.III. Estimated terrain losscoefficientsopen terrain
.200 c.p.s.
(db/ft)
Bare

or

Thick
ß

Weather
Midday,

thin grass

sky clear

Wind under 6 mi/hr. or cross wind
Head wind 6-12 mi/hr.
Tail wind 6-12 mi/hr.
Midday, overcast, or early morning

0.005-0.01
0.008-0.012
0.005

0.008-0.01
0.008-0.012
0.005

or evening, clear

Wind under 6 mi/hr. or cross wind
Head wind 6-12 mi/hr.
Tail wind 6-12 mi/hr.

0.003
0.006
0.002

0.006
0.010
0.005

Night, sky overcast
Wind under 6 mi/hr. or cross wind
Head wind 6-12 mi/hr.
Tail wind 6-12 mi/hr.
Night, sky clear

0.002
0.005
0.00!

0.005
0.009
0.004

0.001 '
0.005
0.000

0.004
0.008
0.003

Wind under 6 mi/hr. or cross wind
Head wind 6-12 mi/hr.
Tail wind 6-12 mi/hr.

5000

grass

io,ooo

FREGUENGY- OJ•.

Fro.

10. A chart

from

which

to estimate

terrain

loss

coefficients for tropical jungles. Zone 1, very leafy, one
sees a distance of approximately 20 ft., penetration by
cutting; zone 2, very leafy, one seesapproximately 50 ft.,
penetrated with difficulty but without cutting; zone 3,
leafy, one sees a distance of approximately 100 ft., free
walking if care is taken; zone 4, leafy, one seesa distance
of approximately 200 ft., penetration is rather easy; zone 5,
little leafy undergrowth, large bracketed trunks, one seesa
distanceof approximately 300 ft., penetration is easy.

is 200 c.p.s. For open terrain these coefficients
are
so dependent on weather that the values
TABLF.IV. Terrain losscoefficients
for jungles--200c.p.s.
listed in Table III must be thought of as estimates; yet, the values do have a foundation in
Typeof Jungle(seetext for description
of type)
(db/ft.)
field measurements.Since in a jungle the terrain
1.
0.04
2.
O.O3
losscoefficientsat 200 c.p.s. are essentially inde3.
O.O2
pendent of daily weather changes, the values
4.
0.015
listed in Table IV are certainly not estimates;
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they are scientific data. The vegetation of a
jungle changeswith the season;therefore, if the

EYRING

Ambient

Sound Levels

During early Decembertwo twenty-four hour
recordsof ambient sound levels were obtained;
confidence,a jungle must be typed by observation every time it is involved in a sound trans- the first, duringfair weather;the second,during
stormy weather. The microphonewas pla,ced
•nissionproblem.
well within the jungle and approxirnately300
AMBIENT SOUND OF THE JUNGLE
feet frorn the measuringequipment. Readings
of
levels were made every 30 minutes for over-all
Jungle Sounds
and for seven frequency bands of octave band
A jungle far removed from human activities at width. The equipmentwas standardizedagainst
times may be deathly silent. At other times it is a calibrated condensermicrophone(W.E. 640filled with animal sounds' humming, buzzing, AA, No. 428), and the field microphonewas
chirping, noisy and musical "mate" calls; with furnishedwith a heatingcoil to keepit free from
the rustle of palms under wind action; with the heavy dew during the night.
sound of dropping and rushing water, the result
The intensity levels, measuredevery 30 minof heavy dew and rain; and even with the sound utes during the 24-hour runs, were averagedfor
of thunder. Seldom, if ever, do all possiblejungle two-hour periods.The data, originally intensity
sounds join in a grand finale. When rain and levels for octave bands, were first changed to
wind are at their height, animal life is usually levels for single frequency bands and then to
quiet; when the weather is fine, birds sing at levels for critical bands 7 and thus to a set of
daybreak; but insects,which have maintained a so-calledmaskinglevel curves.(SeeFigs. 11-!4.)
chorus all night, slowly bring their night calling Such curves are used in listening problems becoefficients

of Table

IV

are to be used with

to a close.

causethey show directly the masking effect of
the ambient jungle noise.
A daytime average masking level curve for a
wet day in a typical jungle is plotted as "Jungle
Ambient Noise" in Fig. 15. In this figure, the
threshold of hearing for a typical American
group is represented by the dashed line. The
solid line representsthe thresholdof hearing for
those with most acute hearing. A study of these
months that one finds in Northern
latitudes.
curvesreveals the fact that below 1000 c.p.s. the
While the peak of the breeding seasonfor birds, ambient noisemasking level curve either is below
for example, probably occursin April, there are or just touches the threshold hearing curve of
somebirds nestingevery month of the year and the
the average listener. This means that for fremain period extends from February to July. In
quenciesbelow 1000 c.p.s. the averagepersonis
the case of amphibia, the breeding seasonsand
not deafened by the noisy backgroundfound in
resulting calls seem even less regular than with
a wet seasonjungle. This statement applies only
birds and more dependent on water conditions.
to the quiet periodsbetween animal calls, because
Even in one spot like Barro Colorado Island all
the peakswere not included in the noisemeasureindividuals of one speciesdo not seem to come
ments; only' the general more or less steady
into breeding activity at the same time, as they
background out of which the occasional calls
do in Northern latitudes, with the result that
appear was measured. The listener will usually
there will be feverish activity and much singing
for a few days followed by a lapse of a week or select these quiet periods; therefore, the ambient
more with no activity. This all helps to make the nois,emaskinglevel curve depictedis the one to
general picture of animate sound in the jungle use in practical problems.
It is important to observe that between 1000
rather complicated."ø
"The songsof birds and the calls of insectsand
amphibia are primarily indications of the breeding seasonand, since this period is of comparatively short duration and for each individual
occurs only once a year, the major soundsproduced by them are distinctly cyclical. In the
tropics, however, there is not the concentration
of breeding seasonsof many speciesinto a few

0 "Recordingsof jungle sound," OSRD No. 4704, February 17, 1945, pp. 6-14.

7 H. Fletcher, "Auditory patterns," Rev. Mod. Phys.
12, 47-65 (1940).
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Fro. 11. Maskinglevelcurves,
daytime, Madden Jungle.
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Fro. 14. Masking level curves, night-time, Las Cruces Jungle.

the truck passesthrough the jungle, it suffers
transmissionlossand therefore the masking level
curve representing the decreasingtruck noise
will move steadily down in level. But, since the
terrain loss coefficientgoes up with increasing
frequency, the curves will also get steeper and
steeper as it moves downward in level. Because
of this rotation, the 200-c.p.s. sound will be
heard last and 200 c.p.s. becomesthe so-called
optimum frequency when listening for a truck
Sound?from
a 2«-tonarmy truck,s as meas- in a jungle. At 200 c.p.s. the difference in level
ured100.feetaway.In_open
terrain,hasa masking betweenthe maskingcurve of the truck (100 feet
curve as illustrated in Fig. 15. As the soundfrom away in open terrain) and that of the ambient
jungle noiseis 32 db. In a typical jungle, with a
terrain losscoefficientat 200 c.p.s. of 0.02 db,/ft.,
the masking curve of the truck, as measured100
feet away in thejungle, would be approximately
2 db. lower in level than that depicted in Fig. 15.
Hence, the 32 db should be lowered to 30 db, and
if the transmissionlosswhich takes place in the
jungle between a point 100 feet from the truck
and the listener is just 30 db, then the truck
will just be heard. Making use of Eq. (3), a
c.p.s. and 400 c.p.s. the average listener will hear
as well as the one with very acute hearing,
becausethe latter will be deafened by the ambient noisejust enoughto render him average also.
But below •00 c.p.s. the listener with acute
hearing will have a definite advantage. In general, then, an averagelistener located in a tropical
jungle is limited by his threshold of hearing up
to 1000 c.p.s. and by the masking of the jungle
noise for frequenciesabove that.

80

calculation

shows

that

the

distance

of

the

0

Fro. 15. Showing masking levels of certain noises.
80SRD

No. 4254, August 21, 1944.

listenerfrom the soundsource(truck) is 750 feet.
In order to test the method just described,a
sound level meter was set up 100 feet from the
center of the Panama-Colon Highway, and the
over-all maximum

sound level was read for each
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vehicle that passed. The time of passing was
noted very carefully. A distance of 1000 feet from
the highway was measured into the jungle on a
line normal to the highway, and a listening post
was set up. The observer listened very carefully

four of these trials of six shots while facing in a
given direction. After a cycle of four trials, each
group moved to the position at its left, from I to
II, II to III, III to IV, IV to I, thus changing
the direction of facing by 90ø. The experiment
for vehicle sounds and wrote down the time when
was finished when each group had stood in each
the soundwas heard. This processwas continued of the four positions. When finished a total of
for exactly two hours. A careful comparison of 1920 direction judgments had been made.
data revealed that no car with a level below 68
The men were asked to pay no attention to
db at a distance of 100 feet was heard at a
compass directions, but to judge every sound
distance of 1000 feet; no car with a level above

direction in "terms of the clock," the 12 o'clock

75 db at a distance

being straightaheadno matter on which side of the
squarethe listener stood.The personnelhad had
experiencein thus judging direction and readily
adjusted to the method.
By changing the orientation of the listeners,
as just explained, it was not thought necessary
to relocate the firing positions. In general the
last judgments were no better than the first
judgments, and this is evidence that the pattern
of the firing positions was not memorized and
that the procedure was justified.

of 100 feet failed to be heard

at 1000 feet. The "just heard" level can be
placed at approximately 73 db. The over-all
sound level 100 feet from a 2«-ton truck is about
75 db. Therefore, the vehicles which were just
being heard at 1000 feet were 2«-ton trucks or
their equivalent, a somewhatbetter range than
predicted. But the audiogram of the listener
showõhim about 5 db better than average in the
rangebelow500 c.p.s.,and he listenedfor "peak"
sounds. Thus, it appears that the experiment
and the calculations are in good agreement.

Summary of Results
JUDGING

SOUND DIRECTION

IN A JUNGLE

Method

The method consisted of three steps' the
random firing of gunsat selectedlocationsin the
jungle but unknown to the listeners,the judging
of the sound direction for each shot, and the

recording of each judgment on a specially prepared chart. The area of operation is known as
the Pacora Maneuver Jungle.
The listening area, located in the midst of the
jungle, was a small square, oriented to the
cardinal points of the compass, with sides,
designatedas positions I, II, III, IV, set off by
ropes. Twenty men, in groups of five, were
located within the square. A group was assigned
to each of the four positionsand each man stood
against a rope and faced outward. Thus, the
twenty men all faced outward, but five faced
north, five east, five south, and five west.

In judging the direction of a shot in a jungle,
the following conclusionsseem to be supported
by field measurements:
1. The probable error of judgment is large, of
the order of 16.5 ø.

2. The error is greatest if the sound sourceis
either directly in front or in back--the error may
even show marked

confusion in these directions.

3. The error is least if the sound source is near

the axis passingthrough the ears.
4. Within the range studied--300 to 600 feet
--the

error decreases with the distance from the

source.

5. Hearing two shotsfired in succession
in the
same general direction does not help in determining the direction of the secondshot. (This
might not apply if by the time the secondshotis
fired the head has been turned to a more effective

angle--see 9 below. Such a technique was not
A singletrial consisted
of judgingthe directio.n permitted in the experiment.)
6. There is a tendencyto fail to rememberthe
of six shots, fired at random and in slow succesexact
orientation of the head at the time a
sion, time being given between shots for a
sound
is heard and this may lead to recorded
judgment to be recorded.The order and speedof
firing was controlled by telephone communica- judgmentswith persistenterrorsin onedirection
tion from a central point. A person was given --to the right, for example.
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7. There is a minor tendency to bring the Becker, and Lieutenant B. J. Borresen; Lt.
observeddirection into line with the axis passing Colonel Loyde H. Magar, Canal Zone Weather
between the two ears.
Service, Allbrook Field; and James Zetek, resi8. Some observers are better than others-dent manager, Canal Zone Biological Area.
abilities seem to follow a normal distribution.
While in the Canal Zone we were closely
9. Although the responseof a jungle to the associatedwith an expedition from The Pennsylsound produced in it will continue to be a hin- vania State College. The stimulation and help
drance, there is reason to believe that sound of this group, especially that of its Director,
direction judgments may be improved by follow- Harold K. Schilling, is gratefully acknowledged.
ing two simple rules based on facts brought out
The helpful cooperation of Dean Parker H.
in this investigation: (a) keep the orientation of Daggett, College of Engineering, Rutgers Unithe head at the time when the sound was heard
versity, and of Harvey Fletcher, W. S. Gorton,
clearly in mind; (b) remember that smaller errors and L. J. Sivian of Section 17.3 NDRC is greatly
are made when the sound source is near the axis
appreciated.
passingbetween the ears.
Finally, it is a pleasure to acknowledge the
intelligent and efficient services of the project
ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
personnel:James L. Potter, Obed C. Haycock,
and
William Nastuk who designed and built
The project personnelwere received by the
important
electrical equipment and operated the
Army in the Canal Zone with understandingand
electrical
and
acoustical apparatus; Wayne B.
courtesy; the help needed was given effectively
and without stint. In this connection we wish
Hales and Anthony J. DelMastro who calibrated
especiallyto mention our liaison officers,Colonel the recording thermometer and anemometer and
George W. Morris, Signal Officer, Panama Canal made all meteorological measurements; Arthur
Department, and Captain G. E. Brugh of the A. Allen, Peter Paul Kellogg, and David Allen
Washington Office; the following officersat Fort who assembledthe sound recording equipment
Clayton:General P. E. Gallagher, Colonel Frank- and successfullypreserved for study and reprolin I. Pomeroy,Major M. H. Pettit, Captain F. A. duction soundsof jungle life.
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